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Standard Gator Bed Sprayers
25, 45, and 90 Gallon Models

Product Description

Increase your flexibility with a sprayer engineered exclusively for 
your Gator, and tackle any job. Custom-fit brackets offer a 
convenient and secure no-tools mount. With a standard 10-foot 
spray swath and up to a 90-gallon dual-tank option, get the 
capacity you want and the coverage you need.

The standard Gator Bed sprayers are available in 25, 45, and 90 
gallon models. Each provide an excellent way to apply spray 
materials such as liquid fertilizer, weed killer, tree spray and 
de-icer. They come complete with a 43” boom that sprays a 120” 
swath and are equipped with a 19-foot hose and a spray wand 
for spot spraying lawns, shrubs, trees, etc. The fully adjustable 
brass spray wand tip achieves streams in excess of 30 feet. It has 
four rubber feet bolted to the bottom to protect and stabilize 
the sprayer and custom mounting brackets for a NO TOOLS 
mount.

Side mount hose wrap with 19’ of rubber hose

Chemical and corrosion resistant in-line valve

100 psi (2.1 gpm open flow) Shurflo diaphragm-type pump is 
designed for commercial applications and can be run dry 
without damage

Brass-tipped spray wand capable of up to 30-foot stream

Rugged translucent yellow tank with molded fill level 
indicators (in gallons), drain and drain cap

Heavy-duty powder coated steel frame and custom mounting 
brackets for quick and easy sturdy mounting.

Premium, reliable spray tips with check valves that prevent 
dripping and siphoning which can cause lawn spotting

Sturdy steel folding boom acheives a 120” spray swath
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Compatibility Spray Width Boom Width Hose Length Capacity

Steel Bed Gators 120” 43” 19’ 25 gallon

Steel Bed & Deluxe Cargo Box 120” 43” 19’ 45 gallon

Deluxe Cargo Box 120” 43” 19’ 90 gallon

Additional Features
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